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Description:
Winter woodland
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Kateryna - Stitchy Princess

This pretty Christmas design is composed of several vignette-like motifs held together within a border frame, the
grey evenweave background forming a perfect balance between the white of the snow, the red-robins and the green
of the forest.

 

Top left is a red robin in a pine tree, among the pine cones. Also featured are several other red robins in the snow, a
bird house, an owl perched on a branch, a deer. Our favorite motif is the brown bear, hibernating in a hole under the
snow cover - and if you look close, a white hare keeping watch among the bushes.

 

Each cross stitch motif can be reused on its own, for Christmas cards or gift tags.

 

This chart includes individual cross stitches (snowflakes). 

>> see our tips and ideas for stitching isolated cross stitches
 

A cross stitch pattern by Kateryna - Stitchy Princess.

>> see all Winter patterns by Kateryna - Stitchy Princess

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Winter woodland

Chart size in stitches: 123 x 123

Needlework fabric: 32 Ct. Zweigart Murano 3984/705 Pearl gray

Size on 14ct Aida/28ct linen: 8.8 x 8.8 inch (22.3 x 22.3 cm)

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: cross stitch, backstitch

Chart: Color and B&W, includes overview for Digital stitching

Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 9

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/kateryna-stitchy-princess-winter-woodland-cross-stitch-pattern-xml-214_228-3982.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/cross-stitching-snowflakes-isolated-stitches-xsl-350_437.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/winter-christmas-cross-stitch-patterns-katheryna-stitchy-princess-xsl-296_717_722.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=3982&w=123&h=123


Themes: Christmas, winter, woodland, sleeping fox, sheltering, snow, rabbit, owl, deer, rowan bird, red robin, bullfinch, holly berry

 

>> see all Winter patterns (all designers)

>> see all Christmas patterns (all designers)
 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/winter-season-snow-cross-stitch-pattern-xsl-214_232.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/celebrations-holidays-seasons-xmas-holiday-season-xsl-214_228.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/kateryna-stitchy-princess-winter-woodland-cross-stitch-pattern-xml-214_228-3982.html

